**General Sessions**

- **G1** Write His Answer to the Issues that Concern You – various speakers
- **G2** Awakening the Writer’s Heart – Allen Arnold
- **G3** Regener8ted – Rob Cook
- **G3B** Narrative Nonfiction – John Sloan
- **G4** Write & Speak His Answer ... Powerfully – Yolanda Powell
- **G5** A New Kind of Jihad – Al Janssen
- **G6** Write His Answer – Despite Opposition – Peter Lundell
- **G7** Soaring w/ Eagles … Walking w/ Emus – Jim Watkins

**Continuing Sessions**

Heart of the Storyteller – Allen Arnold

| C1A | C1B | C1C | C1D | C1E |

Take Your Fiction to the Gym – Tim Shoemaker

| C2A | C2B | C2C | C2D | C2E |

The Courage to Write – Judith Couchman

| C3A | C3B | C3C | C3D | C3E |

PowerSpeak – Yolanda Powell

| C4A | C4B | C4C | C4D | C4E |

Heart-to-Heart Writing – Susan Titus Osborn

| C5A | C5B | C5C | C5D | C5E |

Nonfiction Books that Change Lives – Jim Watkins

| C6A | C6B | C6C | C6D | C6E |

Discerning His Heart for Your Writing – Al Janssen

| C7A | C7B | C7C | C7D | C7E |

Best-selling Children’s Books – Sally Apokedak

| C8A | C8B | C8C | C8D | C8E |

**Workshops**

1A Writing in Obedience – Terry Burns
1B Finding Your Unique Voice – Peter Lundell
1C The Heartbeat of Inspirational Romance – Susan Baganz
1D Writing Devotionals – Scott Stewart
1E Can You Succeed? – Dave Lambert
1F Effective, Efficient, Engaging Websites – Jonathan Shank
1G Novels for Children – Nancy Lohr
2A When Writing Hurts – Sue Cameron
2B Talent, Creativity & Process – John Chisum
2C Characters that Walk Off the Page – Kim Vogel Sawyer
2D Dynamite Bible Studies that Change the World – Gloria Penwell
2E Alternatives to Traditional Publishing – Larry Carpenter
2F Author Promo 101 – Suzanne Kuhn
2G Two Heads, One Book – Dean Merrill
3A The Art of Spiritual Warfare – N. Paul Williams & Charlie Wolcott
3B Being Real in Your Writing – Peter Lundell
3C The Plot Thickens – Nancy Lohr
3D Article Writing & the Three Cs – Sheila Seifert
3E Role of an Agent – Bill Jensen
3F Insider’s Guide to Retailers – Suzanne Kuhn
3G Lyric Writing & Music Publishing – John Chisum
4A Expand the Reach of Your Message – Twila Belk
4B Edit Like a Pro – Dina Sleiman
4C Deep POV – Kim Woodhouse
4D Sticky Nonfiction Readers Can’t Put Down – Bruce Nygren
4E Evolving World of eBooks – Bill Jensen
4F Writing for Whom? – Dean Merrill
4G Talk of the Ages – Jesse Florea
5A The Business Side – Larry Lawton
5B Words that Get Up and Dance – Dean Merrill
5C Rejected! Why? – Nick Harrison
5D Master the Memoir – Marti Pieper
5E Create Your Own eMagazine – Linda Evans Shepherd
5F For the Techno Challenged – Dianne E. Butts
5G Making a Difference – Sandy Austin
6A Keep Your Eyes on the Prize – Liz Cowen Furman
6B Positive Impact from Negative Experiences – Sherri Langton
6C 1st Off – Rowena Kuo
6D Build on a Foundation! – Rick Marshall
6E Indie Publishing w/ CreateSpace & Book Baby – Sue Cameron
6F How to Book Speaking Engagements – Becky Spencer
6G 20 Tips to Better Profile Interviews – Ava Pennington